Chapter Thirteen
ARTS AND ENTERTAINMENT

•

THOlI(i H 1913 was not a busy year in the field of Arts and Entertainment it
did prove to be a more productive one for the theme of Black
Consciousness.

Drama
There were not as many shows from theatre groups as in the previous two
years. However. an outstanding factor did emerge. There was a general
convergence of thoughts from several important groups on the common
concepts of black identity.
A Lenasia theatre group PET (People's Experimental Theatre) merged
with a Soweto group, Shiqomo; and together they produced the play
'Shanti' which had a successful fun throughout the country. PETs news·
!cllef carried ,I suasive analysis of Black Theatre as seen by Blacks and as
being desirable for the cultural identity of Blacks themselves. Equally
:lppreciahle was Ihe Mihloti newsletter in which Blackness was being
profoundly expounded. Mihloti is an Alexandra-based theatre group
affili'llcd 10 Mdali (Music. Drama. Arts and Literature Institute).
Highly conscientising in the quest for Black Consciousness was a show
performed joinlly by Teeon and the Dashiki Afro-Jazz Group at the
Durban's Y.M.C.A. in October. Called 'Black Images'. the show was a
trilogy of Black words. music and movement.
The theme of Blackness was furlher enhanced when the veteran Soweto
aClor Zakes Mokae. on his visit from overseas. urged that the Black identity
be developed and be put to use in Black theatre. A short treatise on the need
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for the development of theatre for Blacks along the lines of Black awareness
and national consciousness also appeared in the August issue of the Soulh
African Oullook. Written by a Black, M. Pascal Gwala, it was further
indicated that Blacks were wanting to assess their situation on their own
terms.
The divergence of drama activity among Blacks has brought one
important factor to the foreground; that being the essential distinction
between 'Black drama' and 'drama produced by Blacks'. There appear to be
varying opinions about this. Notable in their exposition and definition are
TECON (Theatre Council of Natal) and PET (People's Experimental
Theatre). Both groups see Black drama as a 'liberating weapon" that seeks
'to break down the psychological oppression that has shackled the Black
man'. They see Black drama as bei':lg constantly related to the situational
experience. And through comment, reporting and reflecting they seek to
turn the Black man towards a more positive appraisal of himself. 'Black
drama will also essentially present the only available solution to the 'white
problem'-Black Consciousness.
Thus as far as TECON and PET are concerned, Black drama is not Black
drama solely because it has Black actors, directors and depicls Black
scenes. If the play does nol place sufficient emphasis upon Ihe creation of a
revolutionary mood and does not see Black liberalion as a priority Ihen il is
not Black drama but drama presented by Blacks.
Other 'Black' theatre groups have nol clearly defined their basic attitude
to drama. However, Robert Davids of Backstreet Productions claimed that
while his plays were 'about the conditions of the Black people' his aim was
to 'rise above the political implications of a situation'.
Two extremely well-known Black aclors, John Kani and Winston
Ntshona, see themselves as artists before anything else. 'As artists we
cannot ask ourselves, will this be unacceptable to an audience, a
community, a Government. We must do just what we feel we must do'.
Kani afso commented, 'All the work we have done, we have done openly,
publicly and there has never been the slightest indication of a confrontation'.
'Workshop '71' comprising Black talent but featuring whites in direction
and administration, appears to see its major aim as 'purely to entertain the
audience of today'. Most oftheir plays go on at venues which attract whites.
Adam Small, director of the new professional theatre group 'Cape Flats
Theatre', is continuing to comment on life situations in the Black
Community. The emphasis in Mr Small's plays however, is to evaluate
Black situations while maintaining the essential 'entertainment value'.
Credo Vusamazulu Mutwa talking about African theatre says, 'Theatre
among my people was a sacred thing; a thing hallowed by tradition and
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attended by aU kinds of strange rituals'. Mr Mutwa emphasised that theatre

was part of Africa long before the coming of the white man.
Most of the white newspapers, in their treatment of previews, re\liews
and interviews witll Blacks, involved in theatre. appear to lump all under
onc heading of 'Black Theatre' irrespective of the type of group they are
dealing with. Thus more radical groups like PET and TECON would find
it impossible to see 'Umabatha' as Black drama.
The 'Black' in Black drama is allied with liberation, the search for dignity
and self-reliance. Radical groups would not see 'Umabatha' in anyofthese
roles.

However. theatre amongst Blacks is on the upgrade. That there is no
denying. Spokesmen for Blackstreet Promotions say 'There is a great
hunger for theatre among Black People'.
And this is a sentiment echoed by most Black theatre groups.

South African Black Theatre Union (SABTU)
Following their drama festival in Cape Town in December, 1972, SABTU
has not done anything since. The main reason for this appears to be the lack
of administrative staff. Following the banning of its president, Strini
Moodley, and its Director, Saths Cooper, together with the resignation of
two olher executive members. SA BTU appears to have faded into nonexistence. However. some of the affiliate groups still maintain contact.
Without question, theatre among Blacle. people goes back. a long time.
With such 'greats' as 'King Kong' and 'Sponono' and the worlc.s of'Phoenix
Players' in Johannesburg, the Durban Academy of Theatrical Arts
(DATA) in Durban and the emergence of 'Serpent Players' in Port
Elizabeth, interest in theatre among Blacle. people began to flourish.
However, at that stage most of the administration, technical and artistic
direction remained in the hands of whites lile.e Athol Fugard, Alan Paton
and Ian Bernhardt.

Theatre Council of Natal (TEeON)
The first known <til-Black effort in theatre which showed a marked awareness ofrhe Blackman's situation in South Africa was a highly satirical revue
c<llled 'Black on White' which was produced by the Avon Theatre
Company in Durban in December, 1966. 'Black on White' was created by a
group of students at the University College for Indians. However, the revue
played throughout centres in Natal and at the NUSAS Conference in July,
1968. at Witwatersrand University. The revue made cutting comment on
Ihe housing problems amongst Blacks, the disunity among the Black
,groups and evils of apartheid.
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The Avon Theatre Company was later to emerge under the name of the
Theatre Council of Natal (TECON) which commanded the theatre scene in
Durban from 1969. The trend to produce relevant theatre gathered
Momentum with TECON playing a major role steering the theatre
fraternity in various centres in this direction. But the most important fact
that came to the surface was that Blacks 'had begun doing their own thing'.
Tecon's entire administration, technical and artistic direction was manned
by Blacks.
At this stage, even though there were other groups run by Blacks entirely,
their theatre remained far from relevant to the Black situation, while on the
other hand, groups like Phoenix Players and Serpent Players were still tied
to white control in one form or another.
Viewed alongside the development of the Black consciousness movement, Black theatre shows a marked parallel development so that the entire
momentum of Blackness began to manifest itself not only on the student
scene but among the entire community. Thus as early as May, 1970, a critic
wrote of one of Tecon's plays, 'The drama seemed to depict the angry
despair of all those oppressed by racialism ... No doubt, the immediate
relevance of this theme tended to give the production an aura of daring ...'
(Leader 28{5f70). Almost a year later. another critic said this of Tecon's
'Into the Heart of Negritude', 'This forceful exploration into the meaning of
negritude using African poetry and music struck deep chords of irony,
bitterness and humour.. .' (Daily News 7/5/71).
Two months later, talking about Tecon's 'Antigone in '71', the Da;~v
News critic said, 'Antigone in '71 is such a savage indictment ofthe present
South African political system that my instinctive reaction was to reel back
in horror. My second reaction was to await the arrival of the political
police. (They did not come)' (Daily News 8{7 /71). It was at this same play
that a smoke bomb was exploded by two unknown whites in an attempt to
disrupt the play.
Shortly after 'Antigone in'7 I', Tecon undertook to promote 'The Inanda
Choralaires'-a group of young high school students at the Inanda
Seminary. However. a few days before the performance was due to go on,
the principal of the Inanda Seminary demanded a written guarantee from
Tecon. that multi-racial audiences were lawful. Tecon, since its inception
had introduced a guild which thereby made multi-racial audiences legaL
Tecon felt the demand on the part of the principal 'as an affront to its
integrity and honour as an organisation of standing in the Black
Community'. (Daily News 5{I0f7I).
'This is another typical reaction on the part of the principal, of a white
liberal who can put no trust in the actions of Blacks and questions their
capability to do things' continued the statement issued by Tecon.
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'This is forcing the hand of Teeon to decide again its policy in relation to
whites. We now recognise that Tecon's role is only within the Black
community, and continued inclusion of whites will only serve to frustrate
its endeavours', (Daily News 5/10/71).
Teeon cancelled the contract with the Choralaires and Inanda Seminary
and the show did not go on. It was at the next annual general meeting of
TECON that a resolution was taken barring whites from attending her
shows or having whites as members.
Since then TECON has only played to Blacks. At the Teeon drama
festival in 1972 it was unfortunatefor Teeon that her invitation to the InterAfrican Theatre Group. an affiliate of the Kenya National Theatre
Company. was not met. Although the group accepted the invitation, the
Kenyan Government refused the group permission to come to South
Africa.
Mr N.M. Migo, Permanent Secretary of the Ministry of Interior in
Kenya in a letter to Mr George Mende, of Inter-African Theatre group,
said, 'After careful consideration of the matter, this Ministry regrets to
inform you that it has been found unsuitable to issue your group with travel
documents as requested. It is felt that performances in South Africa by
your theatre group may set into motion undesirable repercussions which
may cause considerable damage to the image of the Republic of Kenya in
Africa' (Leader 30/6/72). This attitude on the part of the Kenyan Government was understandable as the 'dialogue' issue between South Africa and
Africa North of the Zambezi. was a major talking point.
Tecon Activities for t 973
In an attempt to playa more meaningful role in the community, TECON
began playing where there 'would be more grassroots contact'. Most of the
plays they did reflected 'intergroup suspicions', and sought to find
solutions: or exhorted audiences towards a closer understanding of Black
consciousness: or called upon the audience to commit themselves to the
search for liberation.
One of the major productions for 1973 was 'Black Images', a programme
done in conjunction with the DASH i KI. Dashiki are a Black music group
whose creativity draws from the rich beauty of African music.
end of tape
For 1973, TECON has travelled to Stanger, played in lamontville, Tin
Town, at the University of Natal (Black Section), the SASO conference and
in Durban at the YMe t\. It was also this year that TECON 'lost' three of its
founder members, Saths Cooper, Mrs Sam Moodley, and Strini Moodley
as a result of their bannings and house arrests. All three had played a major
role in administration, artistic and technical direction and all three were
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accomplished actors.
TECON will be in existence for five years in 1974. The present executive
is hoping that plans for a major '5th Anniversary' celebration in 1974 will be
realised. They are hoping to organise a mammoth Arts Festival, incorporating Drama, Music, Fine Arts and Poetry Readings.

People's Experimental Theatre (Pet)
PET was initiated in Lenasia in early 1973. Before the creation of PET,
there existed in Lenasia a movement called 'YOUTH' and among its aims
was the hope to initiate·a Black theatre group. YOUTH soon petered out
and a few remaining active members convened a meeting to establish PET.
At about the same time a theatre group in Soweto called 'Shiqomo
(Spear) was launched. Both groups worked together very closely. Both
groups also realised the importance of a merger. This realisation was
cemented when PET and Shiqomo presented 'An Evening of Black
Thoughts'-a programme of poetry readings, music and extracts from
Black revolutionary writers, which was extremely well received in Lenasia
where it was presented.
Subsequently, a joint meeting of PET and Shiqomo was called and the
new PET emerged with 'The Spear Lives on' as their motto.
PETs first major production was 'Shanti', a play written by the late
Mthuli Shezi, vice-president of the BPC, until his death in December, 1972.
'Shanti' had a successful run in Lenasia and Soweto and was also promoted
in Durban by TECON.
This was followed by a production called 'Requiem for Brother X', a play
written by W. W. Mackay, a Black-American, and dedicated to the late
Malcolm X, a Black Power leader in the United States.
Not content with just drama, this very energetic group brought out a
newsletter. The newsletter was introduced to fill the vacuum that exists as
far as original Black writing goes.
Besides theatre, the newsletter discussed Black consciousness and published numerous poems written by young Blacks. This newsletter has been
banned by the Publications Control Board.
PET seems set for a long and interesting stay in Black Theatre circles.
Their hopes for more concentrated work and reaching the wider Black
community give some insight into the role of Black Theatre in South
Africa.
Cape Flats Theatre
Although this is a new name in theatre circles in the Western Cape. the
members are, for the most part, 'Walk-out students' from the University of
the Western Cape who belonged to the University drama society
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(DRAMSOC). Most of them took part in Adam SmalJ's 'Kanna Hy Ko
Hystoe'.
The 'Cape Flats Theatre' is a fully-professional company and has Adam
Small, the Black head of the Philosophy Department at Western Cape who
resigned from his post, 'as the first professional director'. (Cape Argus
22/9{73)
Their first production which is now being rehearsed, is called 'Joanie
Galant'. Like TECON in Durban and PET in Johannesburg, Cape Aats
Theatre is intent on producing theatre that reflects and makes comment on
'black oppression and its various manifestations'.
And like most Black theatre groups. the problem of adequate facilities
for rehearsals is a major set-back. Yet, despite all this. Cape Flats Theatre
manages to work for perfection in the small space of Mr SmaJl's garage.
The play now in rehearsal is made up of a series of satirical sketches
which make cutting comments on Black life in South Africa.
Backstreet Productions
Backstreet Productions is made up of a trio of young Black artists who
write their own material. They have already performed two highly
successful plays-'Goodbye District Six' and 'Friday, Friday'. All their
plays reflect the conditions of Black people. As their playwright, Robert
Davids. says: '( write about the conditions of Black people as it is something
I know about' (Cape Argus 29/8/73).
Their aim is to take 'Friday, Friday' and 'Goodbye District Six' to as
many places in South Africa as possible. Both plays deal with the social
habits and adjustments of people who cannot choose their own residential
areas. For this reason the members of Backstreet Productions feel that
'black theatre can help Blacks see there is more to life than working to get a
car' (Cape Argus 27/10/73).
Because of the hunger for theatre among Black people, Backstreet Productions is planning a play-writing competition for Blacks. The group
hopes to sponsor the winning playwright both financially and morally to
further his studies. Competition details have not been finalised and as soon
as this is done it will
made known to the public. In the meantime, the
group has prepared a new effort. 'Sugar-coated Pill'. which is a cabaretstyle revue satirising local themes and situations. It hits at both Blacks and
whites. However, Robert Davids says ofthe revue, 'It's not a political thing.
I want to try and emphasise the 'theatre' in 'Black Theatre'.

be

Theatre [,,·ents 1973
In July of 1973. a cast of twelve Blacks. all members of the Phoenix Players.
left for an eight-week engagement in Japan with the play, 'Meropa'.lnstru-
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mental in securing the tour was a Mrs Elizabeth Greenberg. The play was
produced by a Mr Clarence Wilson, also a white.
John Kani and Winston Ntshona who together with Athol Fugard
created 'Sizwe Banzi is dead' opened in London in July 1973, to rave notices
from British critics. Kani and Ntshona broke away from Serpent Players to
become independent professional actors. However, they still use the name
of Serpent Players.
'Umabatha' returned to London during June of 1973 to perform at
London's Aldwych Theatre to mark the end of the World Theatre season.
However, prior to leaving for London, controversy arose between Peter
Scholt7 and Elizabeth Sneddon and the translator of Shakespeare's
'Macbeth', Welcome Msomi. over finance.
A veteran South African Black actor, Zakes Mokae. who made his debut
twelve years ago in Fugard's 'No-good Friday' returned to South Africa
after many years of theatre work in the United States and Canada. He
returned for a three-week visit and in that time directed and acted in a
programme called. 'Come-a home chile' under the auspices of the Phoenix
Players which is headed by Ian Bernhardt, a white South African.
Poetry
Oswald Mtshali made his debut at Poetry International, 1973 in
London-together with leading poets like W.H. Auden, Stephen Spender
and Ginsberg. His trip was sponsored by the British Council. He read his
poems at the Queen Elizabeth Hall. Speaking of his poetry in an interview
with the London Evening Standard, he was quoted as saying: 'My poems
can maybe help to make white men aware of a Black world they do not
know about, where poverty, violence and frustration abound. A Black
man's world made by a white man'.
However, Black poets in South Africa, mainly the young Black poets,
prefer to have their work unpublished by white paternalists. Because of
their anger, their violence, and their determination to make positive contributions towards Black liberation, most of the real Black poetry appears to
have gone 'underground'. Charged with fire, exaggerated images of
violence, hate and a counter-balancing love for the Black community, the
young Black poet of today will only be heard or read by those Black people
in his immediate environment.
Like a powerfully subversive organisation this spontaneous outburst of
real Black creativity is slowly seething through the entire Black community.
Perhaps it will be posterity that will recapture the growing spirit of Black
determination and Black creativity.
And the real critics of Black poetry will not be heard-in the conventional manner. To them, poets in the mould of Mtshali are still com-
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plaining, are still writing 'protest' poetry_ Like Black consciousness the
underground Black poetry does not have time to complain. It seeks to find

positive alternatives. Once those positive alternatives are committed to
paper, in form of poetry, the young Black poet looks at it and says, 'lfthey
can ban James Matthews what will happen to this?' And so the poem
becomes a precious document, exchanging many hands. This is the unpublished revolutionary poetry.
Another group of relevant note was the Mihloti Group of Alexandra,
formed under a tree in 1972. This group is affiliated to M DALI. During the
year Mihloti performed before Black audiences in Sowetoand othertowns
on the Reef.
.
Early in the year. 21 January 1973 REESO (Reef Saso Local Branch)
held a Black Art Exhibition featuring Mihloti Players at Mofolo Hall.
Then. in March came the Black Worker in Art Show, and here Mihloti
performed before a large audience.
Mihloti is a group that focuses its Poetry. Music and Drama on the
situation of the Black man and his responses to that situation-in his bid to
be himself and be with his true Black self.
A theme that Mihloti has exploited is the go-it-alone line that Blacks feel
is necessary towards their liberation. 'Mihloti' means Tears.
At Turfloop, during Africa Arts Week. the group performed before an
audience of more than fifteen hundred. One of the items rendered
challenged and turned upside down the white concepts of a snake. In Africa
Blacks did not have the aversion for snakes as found in the Bible. African
geographical make-up is different from the set-up as is found in the testaments of the Bible. 'To Africa the snake was akin to die 'baloyi' or'abalozi'.
It is a manifestation of jungle truth thrown before the tribal elders and the
'witch-doctors", said the writer of the poem. In Africa, snakes are not
considered treacherous. The poem entitled 'Tame a Mamba' goes:
Tame a mamba
Set it to work and starve it
Teach it your language
And when it speaks. lock it in
Tame a mamba
Teach it your culture
And mock it
Restrict its movements

Find it outside at night. arrest it
And when it hibernates
Search for it and send it to jail
Tame a mamba
But when it resists
And begins to hiss
Send it to the gallows.

The mamba to poet Mokoena Setshedi is the Black man, declared
unreliable. treacherous and haunted all over. But no snake hunts people
before it has been hunted.
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Mihloti together with Mdali had a successful December Festival on 17
December. 1973. Said a Mihloti spokesman: 'Mihloti will not and does not
present plays that tell you how unfaithful our women are. We do not
present plays of our broken families. of how Black people fight and murder
each other.. or. bewitch each other, pimp, mistrust, hate and despise each
other; this kind of theatre leaves the people broken and despaired. We tell
the people to stop moaning and to wake up and start doing something
about their valuable and beautiful Black lives'

Mdali
Mdali is short for Music, Drama, Arts and Literature
Institute-(incidentally it also means Creator).
Mdali is based in the Johannesburg townships. Founded on II May,
1972, at the YMCA, Orlando East, Mdali was able to have its first constitution adopted on 26 May,' 1972. The preamble along which Mdali was
to run was provided by the Mihloti Group and Mdali in turn adopted the
Mihloti preamble.
Chairman: M. Phetoe
Vice-Chairman: L. Phetoe
Secretary: M. Moroke
Treasurer: C. Mabaso
Extra Member of Executive: J. Mtsaka
Mabaso and Mtsaka have since defected and gone back into white-run
theatre. Mabaso is back with Phoenix Players. Mtsaka has formed 'The
People' at Wits. University together with the right hand man of Phoenix
Players, Mr Ian Gabriel.

Aims and Objects
Mdali aims at the mental liberation and belief of Blacks in themselves in
theatre. So they might forge their own standards rather than accept
standards put and dictated to them by other groups. Said a Mdali spokesman, 'We want to discard the 'you are good if a white man says so' theory'.
Mdali has worked towards the formation of a strong Black art and
culture movement in Southern Africa and their eventual linking up with
other Black Arts movements. There also is an Annual Festival of the Black
Arts which is soon to include culture.
On I March. Mdali had its first annual festival of the Black Arts at the
YMeA. Orlando East. The festival lasted til14 March. A specially written
message to the festival ceremony was read by Dr N. Motlana.
The climax of the festival was reached with the presentation of an award
to the great jazz musician Kippie Morolong Moeketsi.
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The approach and standard of the festival evoked a lot of reaction.
Promise was made that 16 December would be made 'Black Brotherhood
Day' every year. Poems were read by poets Mongane Serote, Oswald
Ntshali, Dan Mazibuko and Mdali members. An extract from a new work
by Aime Cesaire was presented by the Mihloti Black Theatre Group. Obi
Theatre Academy presented a play. 'Marat de Sade'. Ben Amold exhibited
new sculpture.
Mdali continues to grow. Particularly at individual artistic level, i.e. as
against group affiliation.
Mdali opened formal br.otherhood ties with artists from Mozambique,
as a result of which a five-day working session will be conducted at
Matalana. Mdali is further invited to the Mozambique Matalana Festival
in May 1974. At the end of it, Mdali hopes that the two bodies will have
joined hands in Brotherhood.
The 2nd Annual Mdali Festival of the Black Arts and Culture will be
held 1-7 March 1974 at the Methodist Youth Centre, White City Jabavu,
a Johannesburg black ghetto.
Everything is a long term project. Mdali is handicapped presently by lack
of funds and transport. However, Mdali is not prepared to sacrifice its
programme and projects because of this situation.
Music
Blacks continued to express themselves musically as only they as Blacks
could. Letta Mbuli, Hugh Masekela and other Black groups continued to
raise the level of Black music even higher. More and more Blacks were
having access to Black music as music for Blacks and by Blacks.
Particular interest in youth circles was given to jazz and soul artists such
as Curtis Mayfield. Gene Ammons. Nina Simone, Coleman Hawkins, etc.
More interesting was the way soul groups were adapting pop and jazz
pieces 10 suit Black tastes. 'My Papa was a Rolling Stone' by the American
group. the Temptations, is such a piece. Another piece was 'Soul Makossa',
beautifully rendered by the lafayette Hudson Group, and by Afrique.
These two groups play along the lines of Osibisa; with a little blending of
the Booker T. and the M.G's beat.
local music did not go well. Most soul groups went into doldrums. This
was largely owing to attempts by most groups to add African touches in
their music which thing has been seen as a healthy development. It is hoped
this trend, when it emerges in 1974, will h~ve taken our music a step higher.
Groups such as Inqaba Yabe Suthu led by Sydney Mkhize were busy
breaking the long bottled-up Sicathamiya music. This group has been busy
catalysing Sicathamiya to suit today's tastes.
Not to be left out is the tribal music pioneered by Phuz'shukela. Here
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Black rhythm that could be tapped as a music resource has been largely
ignored by Black music groups who wait until some overseas sound stimulates them-whilst leaving real African rhythm right here.
Phuz'shukela's two outstanding pieces in this trend are:
'Ngalandul'emadlozini' and 'Ntomb'ungala ngempela'. True soul rhythm:
though the words be otherwise to the urban Black. What strikes home is
true identity in the now of these pieces.

